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ABSTRACT: Despite the promise of utilizing metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) as highly tunable photocatalytic materials, systematic studies that interrogate the relationship between their catalytic performances and the amount of functionalized linkers are lacking. Aminated linkers are known to enhance the absorption of light and afford photocatalysis with MOFs under visible-light irradiation. However, the manner in which the photocatalytic performances are impacted by the amount of such linkers is poorly understood. Here, we assess the photocatalytic activity of MIL-125, a TiO2/1,4-benzenedicarboxylate (bdc) MOF for the oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde when increasing amounts of bdc-NH2 linkers (0%, 20%, 46%, 70% and 100%) are incorporated in the framework. Analytical TEM allowed assessing the homogeneous localization of bdc-NH2 in these mixed-linker MOFs. Steady state reaction rates reveal two regimes of catalytic performances: a first linear regime up to ~50% bdc-NH2 into the hybrid framework whereby increased amounts of bdc-NH2 yielded increased photocatalytic rates, followed by a plateau up to 100% bdc-NH2. This unexpected “saturation” of the catalytic activity above ~50% bdc-NH2 content in the framework whatever the wavelength filters used, demonstrates that amination of all linkers of the MOF is not required to obtain the maximum photocatalytic activity. This is rationalized on the basis of mixed-valence Ti3+/Ti4+ intermediate catalytic centers revealed by Electron Spin Resonance measurements and recent knowledge of lifetime excited states in MIL-125-type of solids.

INTRODUCTION
Harnessing the energy of light to trigger chemical reactions typically requires semiconducting photocatalytic metal oxide materials, with titanium dioxide (TiO2) remaining one of the most widely studied.1 Recently, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), a class of crystalline structures composed of organic and inorganic building blocks are attracting growing interest as alternative photocatalysts. One remarkable advantage of MOFs over other porous solids lies in their versatile and modular frameworks, whereby they may be synthesized from many different organic linkers and functionalized with a variety of chemical species.2 In addition, because of their tunable optical properties3 MOFs have rapidly emerged as valuable platforms in key areas such as optoelectronics,4 light harvesting and photo-induced heterogeneous catalysis.5 There are thus abundant reports of MOFs that possess photocatalytic activities and take advantage of their synthetic and post-synthetic versatility in order to catalyze organic transformations6 proton reduction,7 CO2 reduction,8 or water oxidation,9 amongst other reactions.

As a subfield of research, the modulation of MOFs’ optical response was extensively explored and is now well rationalized with respect to the role of the metal centers and the linkers in terms of length and substituents.10 In contrast to semiconductors,11 systematic studies that interrogate the relationship between the catalytic performances and the amount of functionalized linkers (i.e. considered as sub-stoichiometric dopants) are very scarce.12 Comparisons between functionalized MOFs are binary: the functionalized linker is either entirely present (100 molar %) or absent. Shen et al.12 studied the electronic effect of bdc-X (X = H, NH2, NO2, Br) in UiO-66 on the photocatalytic activities in water treatment and found they are linearly correlated with the Hammett coefficients of the linker’s substituent. The combination of multiple linkers functionalized with electron-donating (bdc-NH2) and withdrawing substituents (bdc-X, X= H, F, Cl, Br) in
MOFs crystallites. The photocatalytic oxidation of benzyl alcohol (Scheme 1) is then used as an initial showcase to evaluate the performances of this series of mixed-linker MOFs. Yet, one-pot synthesis of new ones remains scarce, resulting in MIL-125 and derivatives standing as the most illustrative examples of their potential uses in photocatalysis. These span a large range of reactions, such as the oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes, of amines into imines, the oxidative desulfurization of dibenzothiophene, and the reduction of CO₂ to protons or Cr(VI). MIL-125 absorbs light in the UV region with a photocromatic behavior due to the TiIV/TiIII photoactive redox centers. Using bdc-NH₂ in place of bdc allows the synthesis of the isostructural MIL-125-NH₂, and a shift of light absorption towards the visible region providing an efficient strategy to convert bdc-based MOFs into visible-light harvesters. The ligand-metal-charge transfer (LMCT) and the separation of electrons and holes (on Ti-oxo clusters and –NH₂ groups, respectively) upon photoexcitation were clearly established by EPR, flash photolysis and theory. The role of –NH₂ groups in promoting long-lived photo-excited states was recently shown using transient spectroscopies. While it is now established that bdc-NH₂ linkers greatly affect the optical response of MIL-125, the question of their quantitative impact on the catalytic performances remains however unanswered.

Herein, we investigate at various wavelengths the photocatalytic performances of a series of mixed-linker MIL-125s synthesized with various amounts of bdc and bdc-NH₂ linkers, denoted MIL-125-NH₂-%. Analytical TEM experiments in the 2D chemical energy filtered TEM (EFTEM) mode provide evidence at the nanoscale for the homogeneous distribution of bdc-NH₂ within the MOFs crystallites. The photocatalytic oxidation of benzyl alcohol (Scheme 1) is then used as an initial case reaction to evaluate the performances of this series of solids as a function of the amination level of the MOF. Unlike inorganic doped solids, we find that the photocatalytic activity of MIL-125-NH₂-% solids is not strictly linearly correlated to the bdc-NH₂ content. We rather show that maximum catalytic activity is reached at a recurrent sub-stoichiometric composition in bdc-NH₂.

UiO-66 has been reported by Maligal-Ganesh et al. as a promising route to enhance catalytic performances for the oxidation of alcohols. However, little attention has been given overall to identify optimal linkers compositions. The scarcity of such studies stems from the notorious challenge of characterizing mixed-linker MOFs. Since severe limitations in their characterization by diffraction are imposed by the positional disorder of multiple linkers within the framework, sophisticated techniques are required to assess the apportionment of homogeneous distribution or segregated nanodomains. These include NMR techniques, photothermal induced resonance, or microspectrophotometry. The non-destructive characterization of mixed-linker MOFs is thus far from routine and remains a critical issue if we want to rationalize their catalytic properties.

In this multifaceted context, the report in 2009 of MIL-125 Ti₈O₄(OH)₂(bdc)₉ (Figure 1) as a photocatalyst under UV irradiation was a breakthrough and triggered intense efforts towards the synthesis of new Ti-based MOFs. Yet, one-pot synthesis of new ones remains scarce, resulting in MIL-125 and derivatives standing as the most illustrative examples of their potential uses in photocatalysis. These span a large range of reactions, such as the oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes, of amines into imines, the oxidative desulfurization of dibenzothiophene, and the reduction of CO₂ to protons or Cr(VI). MIL-125 absorbs light in the UV region with a photocromatic behavior due to the TiIV/TiIII photoactive redox centers. Using bdc-NH₂ in place of bdc allows the synthesis of the isostructural MIL-125-NH₂, and a shift of light absorption towards the visible region providing an efficient strategy to convert bdc-based MOFs into visible-light harvesters. The ligand-metal-charge transfer (LMCT) and the separation of electrons and holes (on Ti-oxo clusters and –NH₂ groups, respectively) upon photoexcitation were clearly established by EPR, flash photolysis and theory. The role of –NH₂ groups in promoting long-lived photo-excited states was recently shown using transient spectroscopies. While it is now established that bdc-NH₂ linkers greatly affect the optical response of MIL-125, the question of their quantitative impact on the catalytic performances remains however unanswered.

Herein, we investigate at various wavelengths the photocatalytic performances of a series of mixed-linker MIL-125s synthesized with various amounts of bdc and bdc-NH₂ linkers, denoted MIL-125-NH₂-%. Analytical TEM experiments in the 2D chemical energy filtered TEM (EFTEM) mode provide evidence at the nanoscale for the homogeneous distribution of bdc-NH₂ within the MOFs crystallites. The photocatalytic oxidation of benzyl alcohol (Scheme 1) is then used as an initial case reaction to evaluate the performances of this series of solids as a function of the amination level of the MOF. Unlike inorganic doped solids, we find that the photocatalytic activity of MIL-125-NH₂-% solids is not strictly linearly correlated to the bdc-NH₂ content. We rather show that maximum catalytic activity is reached at a recurrent sub-stoichiometric composition in bdc-NH₂.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The series of mixed-linker MIL-125-NH₂-% solids were synthesized under hydrothermal conditions by varying the ratio of bdc : bdc-NH₂ acids in their synthetic mixtures, namely MIL-125, MIL-125-NH₂-20%, -46%, -70% and -100% where % refers to the proportion of bdc-NH₂ linkers determined from ³¹C NMR (Figure S1). X-Ray powder diffraction patterns and scanning electron microscopy images correspond well to those already reported and confirmed that all aminated solids possess high crystallinity and are isostructural to the parent MIL-125 solid (Figure S2). N₂-physisorption analysis revealed expected porosities, with BET surface areas in the [803-1024 m²/g] range for the MIL-125-NH₂-20%, -46%, and -100% solids and a distinctly higher value for the -70% one (1300 m²/g). All aminated MOFs demonstrated a similar absorption onset (ca 475 nm) in their UV-visible absorption spectra, i.e. a red shifted optical band gap of ~2.6 eV compared to that of MIL-125 (~3.7 eV) (Figure S3). The visible-light absorption is due to the conjugated π electron transition from the amine containing chromophores to the Ti-oxo clusters. The –NH₂ motif is responsible for this reduced optical band gap (vs MIL-125) as a result of an increase in the energy level of the valence band localized on the aromatic units whilst the energy of the conduction band localized on the Ti-based nodes remains unchanged.
Within the MIL-125-NH₂ framework, the N atoms at the nanoscale were thus required to map the N atoms with chemical sensitivity and a resolution in the nm range, which allows excluding the formation of segregated nanodomains or a mixture of phases. Considering that aminated linkers are the only molecules that contain nitrogen atoms, the presence of N is a handle as to their spatial distribution. A local characterization technique with chemical sensitivity and a resolution in the nm range was thus required to map the N atoms at the nanoscale.

Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) allowed the detection of nitrogen by spatially analyzing the inelastic electrons corresponding to its K-edge (401 eV) inside a selection of MIL-125-NH₂-% solids. TEM images on typical aggregates of superimposed plate-like grains are shown for MIL-125-NH₂-46% and -100% materials in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively. An Energy Filtered TEM (EFTEM) study allowed us to explore the microstructural features within the MIL-125-NH₂-46% and -100% specimens and to assess the distribution of the aminated linkers, which was compared with the distribution of titanium species, also mapped in EFTEM using the Ti L₂,₃ edge (456 eV). This chemical analysis revealed that both Ti and N (in red and green, respectively, in Figure 2) are uniformly distributed in both MIL-125-NH₂-46% (Figure 2c) and -100% (Figure 2d) samples at the nanoscale. Moreover, when comparing both solids, the N: Ti ratio was found to vary from 0.13 to 0.3 in line with the ratio used in their synthetic mixtures. Importantly, evidence is provided here that MIL-125-NH₂-% types of solids possess a homogenous and random repartition of the bdc-NH₂ linkers within the crystallites, which allows us excluding the formation of segregated nanodomains comprising either bdc or bdc-NH₂, and the mixture of aminated and non-aminated crystalline phases.

While the above characterizations reflect the effective incorporation of the aminated linkers within the MOFs, they leave unaddressed their homogenous or heterogeneous spatial distribution within the frameworks. In MIL-125-NH₂-% solids, the bdc-NH₂ linkers may be distributed over the 12 positions available for the organic linker per unit cell. There is the possibility of having segregated nanodomains or a mixture of phases. Considering that aminated linkers are the only molecules that contain nitrogen atoms, the presence of N is a handle as to their spatial distribution. A local characterization technique with chemical sensitivity and a resolution in the nm range was thus required to map the N atoms at the nanoscale.

Figure 2. Classical TEM image of (a) MIL-125-NH₂-46% and (b) MIL-125-NH₂-100% materials. Relative chemical map (Ti: red, N: green) obtained from the 2D chemical EFTEM analysis of (c) MIL-125-NH₂-46% and (d) MIL-125-NH₂-100%. Both samples show a good homogeneity of the aminated species. (e) and (f) show the EELS spectra of MIL-125-NH₂-46% and MIL-125-NH₂-100% samples, respectively.

Photocatalytic assays revealed an unexpected and recurrent behavior, whereby the catalytic formation of benzaldehyde occurs within two distinct regimes. At low incorporation levels of bdc-NH₂ (0 to ~50%), catalytic rates were found to increase in a linear fashion with the % bdc-NH₂ amounts, for example reaching a reaching a rate of photocatalysis of 275 nmol hr⁻¹ mg⁻¹ for MIL-125-NH₂-46% when a 325 nm long pass filter was used (Figure 3a). Surprisingly, at levels greater than 50% of bdc-NH₂, a stationary regime or plateau is observed where no further increase in aldehyde production turnover frequency is noted, i.e. MIL-125-NH₂-46%, -70% and -100% catalysts having similar activities. The first linear regime follows the general intuition that as more bdc-NH₂ linkers are incorporated into the framework, the MOF is expected to absorb light more efficiently, and thus catalysis is likewise faster. This is in line with many previous reports that correlate the enhanced photocatalytic activities of aminated MOFs to their improved optical absorption properties when compared to their non-aminated counterparts.

The plateau in the ~50-100% bdc-NH₂ range, i.e. the absence of increase in the photocatalytic activity when more
Figure 3. Rates of photocatalytic benzaldehyde production in the series of MIL-125-NH2-% solids as a function of the % bdc-NH2 content. Three long pass filters were used: (a) 325 nm, (b) 415 nm and (c) 450 nm. No product was detected within 8 h with a 490 nm long pass filter. The percent standard deviation for the measurements is inferior to 10% (see SI, pp 6).

bdc-NH2 linkers are incorporated into the MOF, is indeed counter-intuitive. We initially considered it could result from limitations in either substrate or product diffusion through the pores of the materials. However, the lack of an induction period to the detection of benzaldehyde indicates no limitation in product diffusion (see Figure S4). Benzyl alcohol diffusion into the material was ruled out as the y-intercept of the kinetic traces of benzaldehyde evolution are close to the value of trace benzaldehyde initially present in the benzyl alcohol solvent (Figure S4). Limitation of O2 diffusion is also unlikely as oxygen deficient photolysis with these solids would result in an observable dark green color in the otherwise white or yellow materials assigned to a build-up of Ti4+ states in the inorganic nodes. This was not observed ruling out a lack of O2. Additionally, the observed catalytic rates were independent of whether or not the sample mixture was re-aerated during the course of photolysis, further suggesting that availability of O2 was not limiting.

Interestingly, the same plateau behavior in photocatalysis rates was found whatever the pass filter used, i.e. 325, 415 or 450 nm (Figures 3a-b-c, respectively). However, the oxidation rate at the plateau decreased when switching from 325 to 415 and to 450 nm long pass filters. If experimental factors such as diffusion of substrates were limiting the activity, photocatalysis rates would be expected to maximize at the same diffusion limited values. However, this is not the case as distinct maximum photocatalysis rates are found for different ranges of light energy used. Finally, in light of the characterizations of the samples (see SI), we may exclude that such important differences of catalytic performances between the samples have their origin in their different crystallinity, morphology, porosity or apportionment of the linkers, the latter being shown to be random. The enhanced porosity of the MIL-125-NH2-70% solid when compared to that of the ~46% one (with 412 m2/g additional porosity) should result in enhanced catalytic activity. However, in view of their similar catalytic activities, we may conclude that porosity differences are indeed not responsible for variations in their photocatalytic activity over the various light regimes.

Overall, the plateau beyond the 50% bdc-NH2 composition level reflects the intrinsic photocatalytic activity of the solids. It appears most likely that an optimal tuning of catalytic properties of MIL-125-NH2-% lies at 50% bdc-NH2. The recurrence of the plateau regardless of the range of light used for irradiation thus opens the question of its origin.

Our results above show that the non-aminated bdc linkers do not participate to the photocatalytic events when illuminated in the visible or UV (see the marginal activities of the MIL-125 sample Figures 3a-b-c). Amino groups boost the photocatalytic performances of the MIL-125-NH2-% solids in line with the recent evidence that -NH2 groups act as hole stabilizers and prolong the lifetime of the excited states in MIL-125-NH2-100%.

In the present work, the linear correlation we observe between catalytic rates and bdc-NH2% in the [0-50%] composition range directly reflects the incremental beneficial impact of the aminated linkers on the MIL-125-NH2-% solids’ catalytic performances. Still, the recurring plateau in the photocatalytic activities in the [~50-100%] bdc-NH2 composition range reveals that additional productive catalytic centers are not further generated when more bdc-NH2, i.e. above ~50%, are introduced into the framework.

A closer look at the crystal structure of the MIL-125-type hybrid framework suggests that such limitations may emanate from its unique connectivity made of corner- and edge-sharing titanium octahedra forming Ti8-wheels connected to each other through the organic linkers (Figure 1). The photon-dependent formation of a reduced Ti4+ catalytic center occurs upon electron transfer from one bdc-NH2 linker to one Ti4+ center may lead to a photoinduced mixed valent state, i.e. a Ti5+-Ti4+ pair, within the Ti8-wheel. This wheel-structure could impose static penalties as more such Ti5+-Ti4+ pairs are formed photochemically, thus limiting the participation of additional bdc-NH2 linkers to the generation of productive catalytic centers in MIL-125-NH2-% solids. Even with 100% aminated linkers after complete formation of mixed valent states (half of the Ti have been reduced) further reduction of Ti4+ may become unfavorable.

To shed more light on the nature of catalytically active centers, electron spin resonance spectroscopy (ESR) experiments were carried out at different temperatures on the MIL-125-NH2-100% impregnated with benzylid alcohol (see experimental). While the non-irradiated MIL-125-NH2-100% powders were ESR silent, after UV irradiation,
a strong axial ESR signal appeared at 77K. The magnetic parameters exhibit the characteristic values of paramagnetic Ti$^{3+}$ centers in a distorted rhombic oxygen ligand field ($g_\perp = 1.924, g_\parallel = 1.890$). The linewidth broadening of the Ti$^{3+}$ resonance can be associated to an increase of the electron hopping frequency with temperature. This behavior is characteristic of thermally activated electron hopping in mixed valence metal-oxo clusters. In the present study the observed features correspond to electron hopping from Ti$^{3+}$ to Ti$^{4+}$ sites (3d$^2$ to 3d$^0$ configurations).

As previously analyzed for transition metal-oxo based solids, a line broadening in the range 77K-300K corresponds to activation energies of about 0.05 eV. Such mixed valence compounds correspond to class II following the classification proposed by Robin and Day. Upon UV irradiation, MIL-125-NH$_2$-100% exhibits a photo-darkening associated as reported to a broad band located in the near infrared region which is the characteristic feature of an optically activated electronic transfer between Ti$^{3+}$ and Ti$^{4+}$ centers. Clearly, the dark coloration observed here with MIL-125-NH$_2$-100% presents a weaker contrast when compared with the strong dark blue colorations that we observed for photoirradiated MIL-125 and titanium oxo-PHEMA nanocomposites.

This weaker stability of the reduced Ti$^{3+}$ state (shorter life time of the reduced fundamental state) for MIL-125-NH$_2$-100% can be related to a faster oxidative fading for MIL-125-NH$_2$-100% when compared to that of MIL-125. The shorter life time of the reduced fundamental state and the longer life time of the excited state as determined by femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy are likely responsible for the superior catalytic activity of MIL-125-NH$_2$-100%.

Finally, evidence is provided here that the mixed valence bimetallic centers or Ti$^{3+}$-O-Ti$^{4+}$ pairs act as the catalytic centers responsible in MIL-125-NH$_2$-100% solids for the transformation of alcohols in carbonylated compounds, thus supporting the observation that only 50% of aminated linkers are required to reach the maximum catalytic activity.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have evaluated the photocatalytic performances of the Ti-based MIL-125 synthesized with increasing amounts of aminated linkers, bdc-NH$_2$ vs bdc (0, 20, 46, 70, 100%). The characterization of the apportionment of the bdc-NH$_2$ linkers in these mixed-linker solids unambiguously reveals their homogenous thus random distribution within the frameworks. The photocatalytic activity of this series of MOFs towards the oxidation of benzyl alcohol was monitored in situ via $^1$H NMR with several different long pass filters. Interestingly, the experimental rates of reactions reveal that a plateau in catalytic activities is reached around 50% bdc-NH$_2$ content. This plateau is attributed to the intrinsic catalytic performance of the hybrid solids as opposed to factors such as substrate/product diffusion, changes in structure, variation in porosity or homogeneity of the samples. A stoichiometric number of the aminated linkers indeed contribute to the catalysis. The present work thus reveals that the amination of all linkers in the MOF (i.e. 100% bdc-NH$_2$) is not required to obtain a maximum photocatalytic activity, although the use of aminated linkers is associated with improved optical absorption, as shown by a linear regime in the [0-50%] bdc-NH$_2$ range. The maximum photocatalytic activity at ~50% bdc-NH$_2$ content is to be correlated to the occurrence of the mixed valence Ti$^{3+}$-Ti$^{4+}$ state within the Ti$_8$-wheels in MIL-125’s crystal structure. Finally, the work broadly highlights the importance in considering the optimal functionalized linkers composition in MOFs when targeting enhanced photocatalytic performances, especially as it may be structure-dependent and thus vary from one MOF to another. We believe that these results provide important insight into general conditions wherein sub-stoichiometric linker exchanges or post-synthetic functionalization can afford efficient light absorption while also stimulating further investigations towards the role of sub-stoichiometric linker exchanges in tuning photocatalytic activity within MOFs.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Synthesis and Characterizations. A series of mixed-linker MIL-125-NH$_2$-% were synthesized with increasing amounts of bdc-NH$_2$ linkers within the hybrid framework. The compounds were prepared according to the previously reported solvothermal self-assembly procedures. In short the series of mixed-linker MIL-125-NH$_2$-% compounds were prepared by replacing part of the bdc acid molecules with bdc-NH$_2$ acid molecules in the synthetic mixtures, containing 0, 20, 46, 70 and 100% of bdc-NH$_2$ linker as determined from $^1$H NMR measurements. The synthesized solids are named MIL-125-NH$_2$-% where % refers to the amount of aminated linker of the hybrid solids as estimated from NMR characterizations. Powder diffraction patterns were obtained from a Bruker D8 instrument. SEM snapshots were acquired from a Hitachi S-3400N microscope. UV data were collected on a Cary 5000 instrument. Nitrogen physisorption measurements were performed on a Belsorp max instrument.

NMR Methods. Synthesized mixed-linker MIL-125 solids were characterized by $^1$C solid state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) experiments. Quantitative conditions were applied in order to determine the experimental contents of bdc and bdc-NH$_2$ linkers in the mixed ligand solids MIL-125-NH$_2$-%. NMR experiments were undergone on a 7 T Bruker Avance III spectrometer corresponding to 75 MHz for $^1$C. 7 mm zirconia rotors were spun at 5 kHz in a standard dual resonance broadband probe. In order to suppress $^1$C probe signal, zgbs sequence was used ($\theta=180^\circ$-$180^\circ$) with $\theta=30^\circ$ and a
relaxation delay of 30 s. This delay has been checked to provide full relaxation to get quantitative results. Additionally, 50 kHz 1H SPINAL-64 decoupling was applied during acquisition but not during relaxation. Spectra were modelled using dmfit program.

**TEM Analyses.** TEM and EFTEM analyses were performed on a JEOL 2100F transmission electron microscope equipped with a post-column GATAN Tridem energy filter. The samples were crushed, dispersed in ethanol and put on an ultrasonic bath during 5 min. The K and Ti maps were determined by EFTEM using the three windows method applied to the energy filtered images recorded at both N-K edge (401 eV) and Ti L2,3 edge (456 eV). For each element, three energy filters were acquired in the EFTEM mode, the two first recorded by selecting two energy windows (energy width of 20 eV) before the ionization edge and the last one by selecting a 20 eV energy window after the ionization edge, allowing thus proper background subtraction and calculation of the chemical maps.

**Catalytic Assays.** Photocatalytic assays were performed using a 300W Xe Arc lamp at room temperature with various wavelength filters. A typical sample included between 4-5 mg of a MIL-125-NH₂-% material transferred into a 1 cm quartz cuvette with a Pyrex extension at the top to provide a larger gaseous headspace for the sample. To the cuvette, 4 ml of neat benzyl alcohol were charged via syringe and a Teflon stir bar was added. The cuvette was then sealed with a septum under ambient air and thoroughly wrapped with parafilm in order to minimize evaporative losses. The prepared sample in the cuvette was placed in front of the light in front of a magnetic stir plate and aliquots were periodically removed for analysis. Every second hour during the first 8 hours aliquots (0.3 ml) were removed and immediately added to 0.3 ml of an NMR solvent with an internal standard (CD₃CN/1 mM Toluene). One aliquot was assayed after 24 hours reaction confirming the stability of the material. As-says were performed while using four different long pass filters: 325, 415, 450 and 490 nm. Analyses of benzaldehyde production were performed using a 300 MHz Bruker NMR. The area of the benzaldehyde resonance (10.2 ppm) could be used for a facile determination of product yield. Changes in sample volumes caused by aliquot removal were carefully considered. The concentration of benzaldehyde throughout a kinetic assay was calculated using the volume of the sample at the time of aliquot removal. The volume at any given measurement was taken to be the initial volume minus the product of 0.3 ml and the number of aliquots removed preceding the measurement of interest.

**ESR Methods.** ESR spectra of irradiated MIL-125-NH₂-100% impregnated with benzyl alcohol have been recorded at room temperature and 77K on a band X (9.3 GHz) JEOL FA-300 spectrophotometer with a microwave power of 2 mW and a magnetic field modulation amplitude of 100 KHz.
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\[ H^+ + O_2^- \rightarrow O_2 \rightarrow \text{Ti(IV)}_8\text{O}_8(\text{OH})_4(bdc)_7(bdc-NH_2) \rightarrow \text{hv} \rightarrow [\text{Ti(IV)}_7\text{Ti(III)}_3\text{O}_8(\text{OH})_4(bdc)_7(bdc-NH_2^2)]^* \]

\[ \frac{1}{2} \text{Ph-CHO} \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} \text{Ph-CH}_2\text{OH} \]